
Personal income rose by 10.5% month over month

Wages rose 4.7% month or month for all workers

Industries with the sharpest declines include financial,

energy, industrial and consumer.

Positive growth was reported for Information

technology, consumer staples and real estate markets.

Consumer Price Index fell 0.8%, the largest decline

since December 2008
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Week in review

Unemployment claims

decreased from 24M to 21M last

week. The unemployment rate

held pace at 14.7%, the highest

since the data began being

recorded in 1948.

JOBS

As the real estate market

rebounds from hits from the

pandemic, some markets are

growing faster than others.

Additionally, analysts notice

some markets had negligible

market effects.

Real estate

Investors interested in taking

advantage of Chinese market

growth are encouraged to seek

domestic companies over global

multinational corporations.

CHINA

Source: WSJ.com



Why Main Street is Suffering While Wall Street is
Soaring
It’s puzzling, but economic experts say there are technical

and policy reasons why stock prices today don’t reflect the

"real" economy.
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Asian Stocks Rebound After Trump Avoids Reigniting
Trade War
Hong Kong's stock market surged more than 3% and other

Asian markets rebounded Monday after President Donald

Trump avoided reigniting a trade war with China amid

tension over Hong Kong and the coronavirus pandemic.
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S&P US Chief Economist: How We Can Add $5.7 Trillion
to the US Economy
The US economy is cratering and in need of an enormous

boost. The 20.5 million jobs lost in April wiped out nearly all

the jobs created over nearly the past 10 years, with millions

more lost jobs likely to be reported in May. We expect the

economic damage will be three times greater than the

Great Recession, and in one-third the time.
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lost time is

never found

again.

-BENJAMIN FRANKLIN-

MONDAY
Markit Manufacturing PMI

Construction spending

 

TUESDAY
Motor vehicle sales

 

WEDNESDAY
ADP employment report

 

THURSDAY
Initial jobless claims

Trade deficit

 

FRIDAY
Unemployment rate

Consumer credit

The week ahead
- Key economic data reports -

Headline News
Main Street, Asian stocks, US Economy and more...
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Stocks Entering Period of

Seasonal Strength 

Click here to watch video

Grandma Dons Inflatable Unicorn Suit to Hug
Her Grandsons

https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/why-main-street-suffering-while-wall-street-soaring-n1214611
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/asian-stocks-rebound-trump-avoids-040839562.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/29/perspectives/us-economy-infrastructure-sp/index.html
https://www.today.com/video/grandma-dons-inflatable-unicorn-suit-to-hug-her-grandsons-84076101543
https://www.today.com/video/grandma-dons-inflatable-unicorn-suit-to-hug-her-grandsons-84076101543
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